
         
 

OFFICIAL PROTEST FORM 
 

By completing and signing this Official Protest Form, the Complainant understands that the non-negotiable 
Protest Fee of $500 CASH must be received within ten (10) minutes of the completion of the race in question and 
PRIOR to the beginning of the inspection.  The Complainant also understands and agrees to the following from 
PAGE 10 of the DEVIL’S BOWL SPEEDWAY 2014 RULES & REGULATIONS guidelines: 
 

PROTESTS 
1. NO protests will be considered or allowed while the race is in progress. 
2. A protest regarding any matters pertaining to mechanical specifications must be made within ten (10) minutes after the finish of the race. Protest must 
be made in writing with a $500 cash bond. 
3. A protest may be made by a driver or car owner only, who must be a member in good standing, participating in that event. Person filing protest may 
also have to tear down. 
4. The officials may enact their own rules for the conduct of the hearing and prescribe the manner in which either track-mandated or protest teardowns 
may be executed. All decisions made by track officials or inspectors shall be final. It is further stated that no driver, owner or any person or parties shall 
have any legal claim for damages, expenses or otherwise against track owners or promoters or track operators, its employees, sponsors or any party or 
parties involved with speedway management regarding any and all decisions involving race procedures, finishes or technical inspection decisions. By 
entering any race meet you agree to this and waive any rights to any legal claims against the above mentioned entities. Furthermore, speedway 
management shall have the right to seek reimbursement of any legal fees incurred from any such claims. All decisions of the race director are final. 
5. In the event that the car under protest is not compliant with the rulebook, the $500 cash bond will be returned. If the car is compliant, 80% of the 
money paid will go to the car owner and 20% will go to cover the cost of the tear down. 
6. Any visual protests made after the start of the feature race will not be investigated. (A visual protest is one that does not require any type of measuring 
device to establish the compliance of any part of a car.) 
7. All protests shall be in writing and presented to the pit steward only. At no time shall anyone take a grievance to the main office. Only protests made 
on the Official Protest Form will be considered valid!  These are available only from the pit steward at the pit tower. 
8. Protests regarding official race results must be made within ten (10) minutes of those results being posted. 
9. Devil’s Bowl Speedway reserves the right to reject any and all protests. 
 

PROTEST TYPE (Circle one)   EQUIPMENT INSPECTION   SCORING/RESULTS 

 

DATE       EVENT          

TIME OF RACE FINISH        TIME PROTEST FILED       

 

COMPLAINANT’S NAME           PHONE      

NAME OF OFFICIAL RECEIVING PROTEST FORM           

PROTESTED EQUIPMENT INSPECTION 

DIVISION (Circle one)  Modified Late Model SK Light Modified CAR #      

    Renegade Mini Stock Enduro Series 

DRIVER           OWNER        

EQUIPMENT IN QUESTION             

                

 

COMPLAINANT (sign)         OFFICIAL (sign)        

DRIVER (sign)          OWNER (sign)        
 

PROTESTED SCORING / RESULTS  

DIVISION (Circle one)  Modified Late Model SK Light Modified CAR #      

    Renegade Mini Stock Enduro Series 

DRIVER           OWNER        

RESULTS IN QUESTION             

                

 

COMPLAINANT (sign)         OFFICIAL (sign)        

DRIVER (sign)          OWNER (sign)        


